1 Introduction

The design and understanding of molecular motors have attracted a considerable amount of attention since the development of nanotechnology that followed the visionary idea of R. Feynman. While biological motor proteins are ubiquitous in living organisms, synthetic molecular motors are also of paramount interest due to their simpler mechanisms, robustness in various environments and smaller size. Molecules like stilbene, azobenzene and their derivatives, due to their property of photo-isomerization, are of particular interest as motors, because they do not consume or reject any waste inside the host medium and thus are able to continue their motion indefinitely provided that they are illuminated.

When illuminated, azobenzene doped materials are subject to intriguing massive mass transport. While the physical mechanism leading to that transport is still a matter of debate, there is no doubt that its origin is to be found in the photoisomerization property of the azobenzene molecule. Recently several important results have improved our understanding of the mechanism. (i) It was reported that the pressure necessary to stop the isomerization of the molecule is very large ($P > 1$ GPa). (ii) A fluidization or a softening of the host material around the chromophore was reported by different groups. (iii) If the massive mass transport is usually obtained from an interference pattern using two laser beams it was found that even without this pattern, thus with only one beam, the effect took place. (iv) A large increase of the diffusive motions of host molecules around the chromophore during its isomerization has been reported in different studies using molecular dynamics simulations. As the Stokes–Einstein relation relates the diffusion to the viscosity, these results are in deep agreement with the experimental local fluidization that has been reported.

Molecular dynamics simulations (MD) permit us to gain information on the motion of each molecule of the medium without any assumption on the origin of the unexplained isomerization-induced transport phenomenon. MD simulation is thus an invaluable tool to study the origin of the isomerization-induced molecular motions in azobenzene containing materials and more generally condensed matter physics phenomena. Note however that MD simulations are limited to short timescales and cannot access the large time range needed to observe the appearance of the induced patterns. Previous MD simulations found that the molecular motions increase near the motor while observing no other important effects. Note that it has been demonstrated analytically that an isomerization-induced increase in diffusive molecular motions is sufficient to explain the appearance of the induced patterns. It is thus tempting to make the hypothesis that these induced molecular motions are at the origin of the massive mass transport resulting in the induced patterns that are observed experimentally for larger timescales.
In reality the picture is somewhat more complicated as we expect different physical mechanisms to appear sequentially during the surface relief gratings (SRG) formation.\(^{17,46}\) For short timescales the chromophore’s isomerization induces molecular rearrangements nearby that lead to the motion of surrounding host molecules\(^ {23-25,34,35}\) and to its own motion resulting in the rotation of the chromophore even at low temperatures when the thermal diffusion is small. Then due to the preferential light absorption in the chromophore’s dipole direction, the chromophores align themselves along a direction perpendicular to the electric field of the incident light\(^ {17,25}\) leading to the appearance of new physical mechanisms.\(^ {20-22,47}\) Recent experiments\(^ {46}\) show that the two types of physical mechanisms (dipoles induced or isomerization induced) cohabit also for larger timescales, a result that one expects as long as there are still isomerizations in the medium. We are interested here only in the short timescale physical mechanisms that are directly induced by the isomerizations, as the effect of the alignment has already been studied extensively.\(^ {17,20-22,47}\)

A number of experiments have been realized in the past few decades with the aim of finding chromophores and host materials that maximize the massive mass transports that lead to the surface relief gratings (SRG) formation.\(^ {17}\) However the main physical parameters that control the mass transport are still unknown. Molecular dynamics simulations have the advantage on experiments to permit simplifications of the system, leading to easier interpretations. As the temperature and density effects are now relatively well understood, the main remaining parameters that may control the molecular motions are the shape and the relative size of the motor in comparison to the host.

In this work, using molecular dynamics simulations, we thus investigate the effect of the shape and the relative size of the molecular motor on the induced transport. Our main purpose is to find the relevant physical parameters that control the transport mechanism and as a result the SRG formation, with the hope of providing guidelines for experimentalists. We also expect from this study a better understanding of the physical phenomena at the origin of the massive mass transport.

To be able to extract the shape effect we simplify the motor molecule as much as possible and model the motor as a flat structure with a rectangular shape in its relaxed (cis) form. With the same spirit we model the motor’s closure as a simple folding of the molecule around the center axis (see Fig. 1 and 2). We find that the simplifications modify the motor’s efficiency only slightly, a result that is in agreement with the large number of azo dye molecules inducing surface relief gratings. This result shows that the exact particular shape and closure of the DR1 motor are not necessary to induce molecular motions inside the host medium. We study the shape dependence of the motor’s efficiency and find the presence of thresholds on the motor’s length while the efficiency is much less dependent on the motor’s width. Lastly we study the different characteristic length scales of the host medium in an attempt to find a match with the observed threshold values.
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**Fig. 1** Picture of the closed (cis) forms of different model motor molecules consisting of parallel rows of atoms. The angle between the two arms is \(\theta = \pi/3\) in the model cis form. In the trans forms the molecules are flat. The real cis DR1 molecule is plotted for comparison. The rectangular lines are a guide to the eye.
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**Fig. 2** Picture of the opened (trans) form of a model motor molecule consisting of parallel rows of atoms. In the trans forms the molecules are flat. The real trans DR1 molecule is plotted for comparison. Displayed lines are a guide to the eye.

## 2 Calculations

Our system contains 500 diatomic host molecules and one molecular motor diluted inside the host medium. We use different host molecules each constituted of two atoms \((i=1,2)\) that do interact with Lennard-Jones potentials and that differ from the parameter \(z\). \(V_{ij} = 4\epsilon_{ij}(\sigma_{ij}/r)^{12} - (\sigma_{ij}/r)^{6}\) with the parameters:\(^ {48}\)

\[
\epsilon_{11} = \epsilon_{12} = 0.5 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1}, \quad \epsilon_{22} = 0.4 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1}, \quad \text{and} \quad \sigma_{ij} = 0.2\sigma_{0},
\]

where \(\sigma_{11} = \sigma_{12} = 3.45 \text{ Å}, \sigma_{22} = 3.28 \text{ Å}\) and \(z\) is a constant that defines the different hosts. We use the mass of Argon for each atom of the linear host molecule that we rigidly bond fixing the interatomic distance to \(d = 2.0\) Å with \(d^0 = 1.73\) Å. With these parameters the host (alone or mixed with the probe) does not cristallize even during long simulation runs.\(^ {48}\) We model the motor with a rectangular shape constituted of rows of Lennard-Jones atoms with parameters:

\[
\epsilon_{33} = 0.996 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1} \quad \text{and} \quad \sigma_{33} = 3.405 \text{ Å}.
\]

We use the following mixing rules:\(^ {36}\)

\[
\epsilon_{ij} = (\epsilon_{ii} \epsilon_{jj})^{0.5} \quad \text{and} \quad \sigma_{ij} = (\sigma_{ii} \sigma_{jj})^{0.5}
\]

for the interactions between the motor and the host atoms. As for the host, we use the mass of Argon for each atom of the motor. The distance between atoms varies for different motors but we chose the distance to be smaller than \(\sigma_{33}\) to obtain a continuous molecule. Unless otherwise specified, we chose a motor with a length \(L_T = 15.4\) Å and width \(W = 3.9\) Å. The rectangular and flat motor folds periodically, with two symmetrical arms as shown in Fig. 1 and 2.

With these parameters, below \(T = 38\) K the system falls out of equilibrium in our simulations, \(i.e., T = 38\) K is the smallest
temperature for which we can equilibrate the system while the chromophore does not isomerize. As a result above that temperature the medium behaves as a viscous supercooled liquid in our simulations and below that temperature it behaves as a solid (as \( t_{\text{simulation}} < t_s \)). We evaluate the glass transition temperature \( T_g \) to be slightly smaller \( T_g \approx 28 \text{ K} \), from the change of the slope of the potential energy as a function of the temperature. However as they are modelled with Lennard-Jones atoms, the host and motor potentials are quite versatile. Due to that property, a shift in the parameters \( \varepsilon \) will shift all the temperatures by the same amount, including the glass-transition temperature and the melting temperature of the material. We have used mainly two different hosts that we will call host 1 (\( z = 1 \)) and host 2 (\( z = 1.32 \)).

We use the Gear algorithm with the quaternion method\(^{16} \) to solve the equations of motions with a time step \( \Delta t = 10^{-15} \text{ s} \). The temperature is controlled using a Berendsen thermostat.\(^{49} \)

We use periodic boundary conditions. When the motor is not activated, the simulation box size does not affect the results as long as the number of host molecules is significantly larger than \( N_{\text{host}} = 100 \). When the motor is activated, an increase of the simulation box size corresponds to a decrease of the concentration of motor molecules, leading to a decrease of the average induced diffusion. However the diffusion in the vicinity of the motor is not affected by an increase of the box size. In agreement with that result, we found that the effect of the motor on the host decreases exponentially with the distance, leading to no long range effects. We model the isomerization as a uniform closing and opening of the probe molecule shape.\(^{34,35,50} \) The period \( t_p \) of the isomerization cis-trans and then trans-cis is also fixed in each study (\( t_p = 1 \text{ ns} \) (host 1) or 600 ps (host 2)). During the isomerization, the shape of the motor molecule is modified slightly at each time step using a constant step quaternion variation. That quaternion step is calculated so that the molecule is in the final configuration (folded or unfolded) at the end of the isomerization. The isomerization time is set at \( t_{\text{iso}} = 1 \text{ ps} \), a value chosen from the typical DR1 folding time. The molecule thus folds continuously during \( t_{\text{iso}} \) then remains in the cis shape during \( t_p/2 - t_{\text{iso}} \approx t_p/2 \), then unfolds continuously during \( t_{\text{iso}} \), then remains in the trans shape during \( t_p/2 - t_{\text{iso}} \) and the cycle begins again. The foldings take place at periodic intervals whatever the surrounding local viscosity. This approximation has recently been validated experimentally\(^{26} \) as the pressure that is necessary to stop the azobenzene isomerization is very large (\( P > 1 \text{ GPa} \)).

In a previous study\(^{50} \) we studied in detail the effects of the isomerization period \( t_p \) on our results. We found that with this large period an isomerization does not influence the behavior of the system long enough to affect the next isomerization effect. That means that our period is large enough for each isomerization to be an independent process. However experiments using azobenzene isomerizations often use very small light intensities, resulting in a much larger mean period of time between isomerizations than that can be achieved with simulations. It is thus important to check in our particular model that we are in the same physical regime as in experiments. Within the linear response theory, the response is proportional to the stimulus provided that the stimulus is small enough and the period between two stimuli is large enough. If we are inside the linear response regime with our time periods, the larger time periods (or smaller stimuli) used in most experiments will induce the same regime. We show in Fig. 3 that the diffusion of host molecules is proportional to the inverse of the period in our model, up to a frequency \( f = 1/t_p = 2.5 \text{ ns}^{-1} \), i.e. for periods \( t_p \approx 400 \text{ ps} \). As a result in our study \( t_p \approx 600 \text{ ps} \) i.e. \( 1/t_p \approx 1.66 \text{ ns}^{-1} \) we are located inside the linear response regime that is the regime of most experiments.

Finally, when the two arms of our model motor fold, the distance covered by each arm is \( \Delta l = L/2 = 1.05L \) (where \( L \) is the arm's length). Nearby host molecules can thus be pushed during the folding to a maximum distance \( \Delta l = 1.05L \).

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Comparison between the motions induced by the simplified motors and by the azobenzene molecule

We begin our study with a comparison of the effect of our simplified motor and of the real DR1 molecule on the surrounding host material's diffusion. Our purpose here is to validate the results that we will obtain with the simplified motors, but also to investigate the pertinent shape and motion of the motor to induce diffusion. We show in Fig. 4 the comparison for the mean square displacements (MSDs) of the host molecules surrounding the motor, for the MSDs of the motor molecules, and for the Van Hove correlation functions of the host.

We find similar isomerization-induced host diffusive motions using the real DR1 motor molecule or our simplified one. For the three different MSD curves, the host molecules begin escaping the cages created by their neighbors at around 0.02 ns (ending of the plateau of the MSD) and reach the same diffusive behavior.
for \( t > 10 \) ns. It is quite surprising to find similar isomerization-induced motions for the three curves as the shapes and closing processes are quite different. This result suggests that the detailed shape of the motor is not of major importance to induce diffusion inside the host medium, because different shapes lead to the same diffusion. The model motor isomerizes in a simple folding, however that simple folding leads to similar induced diffusive motions to the complex folding of the DR1 molecule. This result suggests that the host motions are mainly induced by the perpendicular closing of the chromophore and that the complex folding of the DR1 molecule is not necessary to induce diffusion inside the host medium. The upper inset compares the Van Hove distribution functions that represent the probability to find a molecule at time \( t \) a distance \( r \) apart from its initial position. We find similar Van Hove distribution functions with the simplified motor and with the DR1 molecule with a small timescale difference in agreement with the MSD results.

If the host diffusion is the same for the three motors of Fig. 4, the motor diffusion is not the same. The diffusion of the motor thus depends on its shape. Note that as we use logarithmic scales in the figure, the diffusion coefficient \( D \) is not related to the slope of the mean square displacement, as it will be for a linear scale, but to the height of the curves. Fig. 4 shows that the diffusion of the motor is significantly larger for the two model motors displayed than for the true DR1 molecule (red continuous curve). Interestingly, the larger motor (black curve) is not the most efficient in the figure. These results suggest that it is possible to design motors that move faster inside the host material and that interesting possibility will be the subject of further work.

To conclude this first part of our study, we find that the detailed closing of the DR1 molecule as well as its precise shape are not necessary to induce diffusive motions inside the host medium. We also find that the isomerization induced diffusion arises mainly from the perpendicular closing of the motor molecule and not from the partial rotation of the motor arms that takes place during that closing. These results are in agreement with the versatility of the chromophore’s azo-dyes that experimentally induces surface relief gratings on various hosts.

### 3.2 Molecular motion dependence on the motor’s shape

#### 3.2.1 Motor’s length effect

The host diffusion coefficient variation with the arm length is displayed in Fig. 5 as a threshold followed by a linear increase of the diffusion. We interpret the linear increase in the framework of the linear response theory, as a consequence of a small increasing stimulus. The presence of thresholds agrees well with at least two theories of the isomerization-induced massive transport. In the cage breaking theory the host molecules have to be pushed at least to a nearby cage to induce motion, leading to a minimum arm length. In the pressure gradient theory the induced pressure gradient has to overcome the constitutive stress of the material, leading also to a minimum arm length to initiate motion. Fig. 6 shows that the inverse of the relaxation time \( 1/\tau_p \) presents a threshold as well, followed by a linear increase with respect to the motor’s arm length \( L \). Since the relaxation time is related to the viscosity of the material, this result shows that the viscosity decreases (intermittently) around the motor only above a threshold value. Below that value of \( L \), the viscosity of the host material is thus unaffected by the motor’s motions in our simulations.

The motor’s arm length threshold is \( L_{\text{threshold}} \approx 5 \) Å in these results. Note that the host molecule corresponding to these data is \( w = 3.4 \) Å wide and \( l = 5.1 \) Å long. The threshold is thus roughly equal to the host molecule’s size.

The mean square displacement (MSD) behavior, displayed in Fig. 7, illustrates the threshold appearance. Below the threshold, the motions oscillate due to the periodic isomerizations but without reaching diffusion that would lead to a MSD that increases linearly with time according to the Stokes–Einstein law \( \langle r^2(t) \rangle = 6Dt \).
for Brownian motion. Fig. 7 also shows that above the threshold (for $L > 5$ Å) the molecular motions are diffusive on long times. We find the same behavior at higher temperatures ($T = 40$ K), however in this case the diffusion never cancels totally due to the presence of thermal diffusion. The thermal diffusion has thus to be subtracted from our higher temperature values to observe the threshold.

### 3.2.2 Motor’s width effect.

In the cage breaking picture we do not expect any threshold for the width as increasing the arm width does not change the distance we are able to push the surrounding molecules but only the number of molecules that can be pushed away. In agreement with that picture we did not find any width threshold for the diffusion. If we do not expect any width threshold, we expect that multiplying the width by a mere factor 2 is roughly equivalent as having two chromophores instead of only one. In that picture, in the linear response regime the diffusion must be proportional to the width of the chromophore’s arm and we expect a rough linear increase of the diffusion with the width. But our results are in contradiction with that picture, as Fig. 8 shows that the diffusion is almost constant whatever the chromophore’s width. This result suggests that the chromophore’s motion disturbs the motion of molecules in its vicinity resulting in a reduction of the wider motor ability to push more molecules.

### 3.3 Characteristic length scales that match the threshold values

In a general picture, the presence of a motor length threshold for the induced diffusion indicates the presence of a characteristic length scale in the medium that needs to be surpassed for efficient induced motions to occur. To determine the length scale involved, we investigate the different characteristic length scales of the host material and compare them with the threshold value. For more clarity we make use here of host 1 unless otherwise mentioned. For host 1 we found a motor arm’s threshold of 4.8 Å ± 0.5 Å, leading to an arm displacement threshold $L' = 5$ Å ± 0.5 Å.

In supercooled liquids and amorphous materials, molecules are transiently trapped inside the cage constituted by their neighbors and the length scale of importance in free-volume theories is the distance $L_{\text{cage}}$ of free motions inside the cage. From the plateau of the mean square displacement at low temperature $\langle r_{\text{plateau}}^2 \rangle = 0.06$ Å² for the host molecules, we obtain $L_{\text{cage}} = \sqrt{\langle r_{\text{plateau}}^2 \rangle} = 0.25$ Å. Similarly, for the motor $\langle r_{\text{plateau}}^2 \rangle = 0.94$ Å² leads to $L_{\text{motor}} = 0.97$ Å. These lengths (0.25 Å and 0.94 Å) are much smaller than our threshold values that range in between 4 and 5 Å. As a result the explanation of the induced diffusion is not to be searched in the free volume modifications that occur during the isomerizations.

A second characteristic length scale is given by the size of the host molecule. The host 1 molecule is linear with a length of 5.1 Å and a maximal width of 3.45 Å. The length of the molecule agrees thus remarkably well for host 1 with the arm displacement threshold. This result is in qualitative agreement with the cage-breaking picture, as the size of the host molecule in that picture governs the possibility to induce diffusion. To be more precise however we calculate the radial distribution function $g(r)$ between host molecules (Fig. 9), $g(r)$ represents the probability density to find a molecule a distance $r$ apart from...
another molecule. This function gives information on the microscopic structure of the material. The $g(r)$ first peak location corresponds to the distance between a molecule and its first neighbors, while the second peak corresponds to the second neighbor’s location. We find in Fig. 9 that the first peak is located at $r_0 = 3.7\,\text{Å}$ followed by the second peak at $r_1 = 4.4\,\text{Å}$. Then the first minimum is located at $r_{\text{min}} = 5.7\,\text{Å}$. This last value ($r_{\text{min}}$) is the length scale of importance for cage breaking mechanisms as it corresponds to the location of the barrier of the mean force potential\textsuperscript{22} $V_{\text{inf}} = -kT \log(g(r))$. The distance to the potential barrier is the distance that must be overpassed by a host molecule to escape the cage of its neighbors, and thus the distance the motor must push host molecules away to induce diffusion in the cage breaking model.

The size of the molecule $5.1\,\text{Å}$ and the position of the first minimum of the radial distribution function $r_{\text{min}} = 5.7\,\text{Å}$ correspond approximately to the observed arm displacement threshold value $l_0' = 5\,\text{Å}$.

These two lengths (the molecule’s size and $r_{\text{min}}$) are directly related, but the size of the molecule is of particular interest for experimental purposes as its value is usually known without having to make any computation.

The two models that predict thresholds (the gradient pressure model\textsuperscript{23,24} and the cage breaking model\textsuperscript{35}) are difficult to distinguish due to their similarities. To investigate the gradient pressure model\textsuperscript{23,24} and the cage breaking model\textsuperscript{35} we would have expected a $1/4$ decrease of the diffusion, because in that model the gradient pressure (that decreases with the distance to the force induced by the motor’s isomerization on nearby molecules) must overpass the constitutive constraint of the material to induce motions.

In the previous subsection we found that the threshold $\delta$ was approximately equal to the size of the host molecule. To test that relation further we will vary the size of the host and study the induced modification of the threshold. In Fig. 11 we use the real DRI as a motor molecule and vary the size of the host by multiplying the parameters $\sigma_l$ of the Lennard Jones potential, and the distance between the two atoms of the molecule by the same factor $z$. We find that the host diffusive motions stop when the width of the host $\sigma > 5.4\,\text{Å}$, i.e. the length of the host $l > 8\,\text{Å}$. Interestingly enough that value corresponds approximately to the lightest arm’s (the arm that moves the most) size of the DR1 molecule: $l_{\text{arm}} = 7.8\,\text{Å}$. These results confirm that the threshold is controlled by the size of the host molecule, as using a constant motor’s arm the motion stops when the host size is too large.

In Fig. 12, using our model motors, we vary the host molecule size to study its effect on the threshold value. Each point on that
4 Conclusions

The aim of this work was to find the significant parameters that control the motion of the molecules around the folding motor. We found motor size thresholds for the motions of the molecules. That behavior appears for the real DR1 motor molecule as well as with our simplified folding motor. In both cases the threshold is directly related to the size of the host molecule. The size of the motor relative to the size of the host is thus a relevant parameter for the massive transport mechanism, in good agreement with the cage-breaking model.\(^5\)

The thresholds do not depend significantly on the width of the motor, also in agreement with the model. The transport increases linearly with the length of the motor, a result that shows that we are in the linear theory regime, and is related to an increase of the number of molecules pushed by the motor. That increase of the transport with the motor’s size is in agreement with recent experiments.\(^4\) We found that the induced motions decrease exponentially with the distance to the motor. The same behavior has been observed in confined supercooled liquids\(^3\) where it is attributed to cooperative motions. The results show that the DR1 molecule and simplified motors of similar sizes lead to similar transport, a result that shows that the system is versatile and explains in part the universality of the observed effects. However the shape of the motor influences its own motion relative to the host. This last result could permit us to create new motors that have the ability to move efficiently inside the medium and work is in progress in that direction.
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52 We obtain the relaxation time $\tau_a$ from the relation: $F_s(Q_0, \tau_a) = e^{-1}$. Where $Q_0 = 1.92$ Å$^{-1}$ is the wave vector corresponding to the maximum of the structure factor. $F_s(Q, t)$ is the self part of the intermediate scattering function $F_s(Q, t) = \frac{1}{N} \text{Re} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} e^{-iQ \cdot (r(t) - r(0))} \right)$. This function describes the autocorrelation of the density fluctuations at the wave vector $Q$.